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Students To Aid Planning ·

1 Rottman

Tells ASC

Of Union Addition

.
.
.~~{rhe primary needs of the Me··J112fit1l .-Union are new food service

with Paul K. Friesner, library
director.
:(~ties a.nd rooms to bring all
Kent Leichliter, president of as• .
~ent · organizations togethe;r," sociated students, asked the CounJe;rey_ Ituttman told .the An.student cil for support in instigating a stuCouncil Tuesday night.
dent fund drive to raise funds for .
Speaking about the $1 million- the John F. Kennedy Memorial Liplus addition being planned for the brary to be built in Boston.
· Union, Ruttman urged cooperation - Members of the Council were
between student leaders and Union asked to be. registrars and recepleaders to plan the addition.
tionists for the Career Day April
The addition, to be completed in - 14 on which 631 high school stu1967, might include more confer- dents are expected.
ence rooms, a larger ballroom,
Oborny brought up the matter of
eight to 10 bowling alleys, a book- signs for the Memorial Union and
store an'd six to eight hotel rooms residence halls which was discussed
for visiting celebrities and guests last school year. He was appointed
to be built above the present struc- to a one-man committee to confer
ture, he said.
with the administration on the matHe said the Board of Regents
ter.
.,,... has turned to the state architect
'
for drawings of the new wing.
Ruttman said an e s t i m a t e d
650,000 people used the Union last
year. Approximately 3,400 students
and faculty use it for organized
meetings monthly.
"Poise 'n' Ivy" netted $886.90
Other discussion centered around
library hours and the possible op- for the Woosten Endowment Fund,
ening of more departments in the an increase of 7 4 per cent over last
library. Jim Rock, Abilene senior, year.
Last year the show added $510
said that, "Everyone is concerned
to
the coffers, which provide loans
with the added expense of keeping
and
scholarships for FHS students.
the library open longer, but no one
More
than 200 students shared
considers the expense to the students of not having the facility the spotlights in the tv{o-night variety program which moved from
available to them."
the Memorial Union to Sheridan
Rock, Phil Aldrich, Garfield
Coliseum this year.
senior, and Jean Oborny, Timken
A "surprise" duet featuring
sophomore, were named to a
Mary
Maude Moore, director of the
committee to discuss the matter
show, and Al Dunavan, stage director, in "Baby, It's Cold Outside," brought applause, especially
from the student performers who
had not been told the secret.
A takeoff on the Beatles and a
Don Herron, Kinsley junior, was taped play-back of the closing numa.nnounced winner of Alpha Phi ber, "Say It With Music," contrib- uted to the show.
Omega's Ugly Man contest at the
halftime of last week's FHS-St.
"Poise 'n' Ivy" is an annual pops
program presented by' ""'the Men's
Benedict's basketball game.
and Wo.men's Glee Clubs and the
Herron won the contest with Impromptwos-all established by
19,351 votes, which _co st a penny Miss Moore, assistant professor of
each. Herron's sponsor, Delta Sig- music.
ma Phi, received a trophy. Second
place among the 11 contestants
went to Douglas Teel, Russell
freshman.
Junior College in Hays?
The contest was responsible for
The FHS chapter of People to
a $4,845 boost in the college's loan
People must have made a real hit
program by raising $386 for the
with it.s national chartering comEndowment Assn. for student loans
mittee. The charter it recently
under the United Student Aid Fund
received was made out in the
· matching program.
name of "Fort Hays Junior Col"Loans in this program average
lege.
$250, so the contest probably will
provide loans for. about 18 students," said Kent Collier, executive
;.(secretary of the association.

'Poise 'n' Ivy' Aids
Wooster Endowment

Herron is Ugly Man,

~'Contest Nets $386

Five Disc~plined
.For Disti.irbance
By Student Court
Five FHS students were given
disciplinary probation rulings for
the rest of the semester in recent
Student Court action.
The five-Bill Schumacher, Jewell sophomore; James Barlow, Holcomb sophomore; Kenneth Nash,
Ulysses freshman; Mark Meng, Ingalls freshman, and Tom Kilgore,
Manter freshman-were put on
probation following Student Court
hearings on charges of destruction
of state property and disturbing
the peace.
The action came after the
group was picked up by Hays
police the night of Feb. 13 and
·charged with disturbing the
peace. Each forfeited a $25 bond.
College officials s~id they later
admitted discharging fireworks at
Wiest Residence Ha11, Tau Kappa
Epsilon and Prometheans. fraternity-houses and Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority house. M·80 firecrackers
taped to wash basins in Wiest Hall
caused considerable damage, college officials said.
The students1 who all lived at
McGrath -Residence Hall, put themselves at the mercy af the Student
Court.
In additio1' to the probation, .
the Student Court ordered the youths to:
1. Pay for the damage.
2. Observe 11 p.m. c 1 o s i n g
hours.
3. Refrain from drinking:•
4. Refrain from having a car
on campus or in Hays.
5. Not violate any criminal law.
Breaking any of t~se stipulations will result in dismissal from
school, the court said.
Two other freshmen were also
indirectly involved in. the incident,
but received only an oral reprimand and a warning.

'The Grapes of Wrath'

Is Novels Lecture Topic

The fifth in the series of Novels
Lectures will be presented by Marion Coulson, associate professor of
English, over "The Grapes of
Wrath" at 8 p.m. Tuesday in the
:Memorial Union ·Black Room.
Coulson will discuss John Steinbeck's famous novel of the Oklahoma farmer during the depression
from three angles. He will note the
highlights of the author's life, discuss it from a critic's point of
view, and over the content of the
1939 production ..

If ·an goes well, construction on the $1,200,000 addition to
McMindes Hall will begin this summer.
The eollege -received preliminary approval Tuesday of its
application for a $750,000 loan from the Federal Housing and ...
Home Finance Agency, with funds earmarked for the addition to the six-story women's residence.
The $450,000 differe nee between the total cost and the
loan will be provided by FHS from funds received from the
one..qoarter mill state school dormitory levy.
Final approval from the federal agency and approval of
building plans by the State Architect's offi~e will clear the way
for bids to be advertised and contracts awarded.
College officials are hoping these steps can be taken in
smooth order so that construction can start by mid-summer.
The addition will house 292 women, according to preliminary plans. The first section, which was completed last fall
at a cost of $1,250,000, houses 315 women.

·Oµportunitie~_for Negroes
Better, Says Miss Anderson
believes the reason Negroes are becoming more successful is "because
they . measure up."
Miss Anderson said that experience and study is of increasing importance for both the Ne. gro and white. With more opportunity for these things the situation is "much better than before for · the Negrot she commented.
"There are wonderful opportunThe St. Louis Symphony mil ities on the stage," said Miss Anpresent a concert at 8 p.m. tonight derson, a native of Philadelphia
in Sheridan Coliseum.
who has been internationally faFounded in 1880, the group is mous since 1935.
the nation's second oldest symphoHowever, she noted that compeny orchestra and is considered by tition is stronger than when she
many music critics to be one of the entered the business and that
top 10 orchestras in the country. - "contacts" are important.
An Artists and Lectures series
The recipient of the Freedom
presentation, the performance is Medal, Miss Anderson is planning
one of 44 subscription concerts giv- to begin her final concert tour next
en by the symphony each year. October and retire with a final
In addition, the orchestra doeft performance in Carnegie Hall on .
more than 30 special concerts in Easter Sunday, 1965.
St. Louis and have also had record•
"We'Ye (I've) been on the
ing sessions with three major comstage for a long time," she said.
panies.
"I'm married and am now lookEleazer De Carvalho, former coning forward to making a home
ductor of the Brazilian National
and doing some of the things
Symphony, is in his first year as
other women do."
conductor of the St. Louis Sym"It's been a full life," she. conphony. He has appeared witinead· tinued. "It has been a fine expering orchestras in Europe, includ• ience and I'm grateful."
ing the Berlin and London philharThe Sheridan Coliseum crowd of
monics.
more than 2,000 was one of the
In its tours across the nation, the most appreciative and responsiye ·
orchestra has received favorable in several years, as one FHS stureviews by critics on leading news- dent commented, and gave Miss
papers and magazines. After an Anderson a standing ovation folappearance in Carnegie Hall, New lowing her-final encore.
York Times critic Olin Downes
v.-rote that the orchestra "played
with such liveliness and musicianship that it fascinated an audience
Specific Problems Provide
·which packed the hall."

"Opportunities for the Negro in
tne- entertainment world are improving," said Marian Anderson,
following a performance Monday
night.
·
H~wever, the famed contralto

St. Louis Symphony
In· Concert Tonight

Workshop Subiects

Students Are Responsible
For IBM Roster Accuracy

The registrar's office has announced that the only way a student can receive credit for a course
is !or him to satisfactorily com·
plete the course in the section iil
which his name appears on the IlJ:\l
roster.
If a student is attending sel'tion
A but is on the roster for :;cctbn
D, he ·will receive a "lJ" with minus
grade points in section D and v.-:il
receive no ~rnde or reco~nition for
section A.

Cunningham Plans
Trip to Pakistan
President M. C. Cunningham is

one of 16 educators who will in-

spect educational facilities in Paki·
stan in March and April.
The trip is sponsored by the U.
S. State Department and the
American Assn. of · Colleges for
Teacher Education to promote international understanding through
educational assistance.
Dr. Cunningham is the only educator from Kansas and one of two
from the Midwest to make the trip.
Cunningham will lea\·e March 7
and plans to complete a round-the·
world tour, visiting educational institlltions in New Delhi, India;
Hong Kong; Japan and Hawaii be! ore returning home April 16.
The educaton will study educa·
,tf onal systems on all levels and
~nfer with school administrators.
· A.1tu returning home, they will
write reports which will serve as
guides for the Pakistani schools.

FundsforMcMindes
Get First Approval

Greek Chariot Race To Be
With Fort Hays Furlough
Interfrnternit; Council

decided

to hold the annual chariot race in
conjunction with Fort Hays Furlou~ht at i p.m. ~lay 1, pending
BIG CARD GETS BIG LA UGH President ~L C. Cunninv:ham
ohvioasly enjoys this giant-size birthday.card presented to him at his
15th birthday party Saturday in the Memorlal Union. Born on Feb.
29 in a leap year. he celebrates a birthday only once e\"ery four run.
makinit him without doabt one of the yoansre11t col1e51:e president.8
anywhere.

approval b; the Furlough planning
committee.
IFC pre!!ident Jerry Patterson
announced the Greek Sing would be
at 8 p.m. llarcb 2.'l, with Chock
~iles as master of eeremonie.s.
The Junior Acth·e Banquet hM
been tentative};- set for llarch 22.

Two new workshops designed to
help elementary teachers with specific problems will be offered at
FHS this summer.
Lena Knoche, a teacher of mentally retarded children in the
Hutchinson public schools, will join
the summer faculty to coordinate a
th ree-\veek session on teaching the
mentally retarded.
Dr. Jeanne Kuhn, professor of
education, will teach the other
workshop. which deals \\;th individualized readin~ in elementary
schools.
Information on the workshops
can be obtained irom Dr. Kuhn,
Rarick Hall. Room 308.

New Play Dates Set

"Li~ht LP the Sky .. ha~ been

re~cheduled for ~far<"'h 25 and
26 in the ~lemorial lJnion Gold
Room. T111·0 7 :30 enning per•
formances and a 2 :30 matinee on

the 26th are planned.
Reuuse or the limited available A<'ating, acti1"ity ticket.fl will
not be accepted al the door, bat
must he u~ed to ohtAin play tick-

et" prior to the performance.

2 Thursday,

-~
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·Rare Art Opens In Union
With Persian . Reproductions
"Persian Miniatures,'' an exhibit
of color reproductions, opens March
6-26 in the upstairs gallery of the
Memorial Union.
The reproductions include 32 illuminated pages from six rare
manuscripts and eight wall paintings dating from the 15th through
the 17th centuries:
The manuscripts, from which the

Space Center Trip
Part of Workshop·
A three-day trip to the United
States' new $250 million space
center near Houston·. Tex., is included iri FHS's summer aerospace
education workshop. •
.
Sponsored by the coll1:lge and the
Kansas Wing of the Civil Air Patrol, the workshop is designed to
help teachers and school administrators develop aerospace materials
!or use in their classrooms. Enrollment is limited to 30 students and
three hours of undergraduate or..
graduate credit is offered.·
Other highlights of the workshop will be a sky diving exhibition, light airplane flight, NASA
spacemobile unit visit and visiting
lecturers and consultants from various aerospace industries.
Dr. Gordon Price, associate professor of education at FHS, is
workshop director.

23 FHS Athletes
Make Honor Roll
Fall Semester

exhibit is reproduced, are among
Twenty-three FHS athletes made
the few of their kind and include
some of the best examples o~ Per- the dean's honor roll for the first
semester._
.
sian book art.
·
Leading
the
list
of athlete-schol- .
_ The wall paintings were frescoes
at the Chihil Sutun Palace in Isf- ars is the football squad, with 11
han (1642-1666). Though the orig- gridders on the list. Four men
inals are beyond repair, the -re- from the basketball and track
mains are excellent examples of · teams, respectively, acquired the
necessa_ry 2. and tennis had two
the art done at the time.
· Because the Koran for bade fig- and gymnastics and golf one each.
Receiving a perfect 3. was Palural representation, paintings such
mer
Meek, freshman track prosas these which depicted portraits,
feats of kings, hunts and tales of pect from Idana. He is a Clay Cenlove were not accepted by theolo- ter High School graduate and a
gians. Thus the images were not pre-med student.
Other honor students:
objects of devotion, but were creFootball - 2;5•2.99, Glenn Pettengill, Law· ated for visual pleasure for the rence;
Ken Palmgren, Levant: 2.00-2.49, Joe
princes and · wealthy individuals Obenan, Lawrence; Clift Leiker, Hays; Karl
Leiker, Hays: Paul Resler, Cherokee, Okla.:
who commissioned them.
Ron Darst, Bucklin: Dave Jones, Dodge City:

Bids Due for Hall Aids

Women interested in sen-ing as
residents assistants in residence .
halls n~xt fall should su~mit an
application to the Dean of Students office in Picken Ball,

Room 208.

Class in Ground School

Aviation Training Open

Richard Wolfe, Norton; Kirk Pope, Selden:
Francis Weers, Seward.
Basketball - 2.5-2.99, Dick Schur, ~ inneapolis : 2.06-2 ..(9, Bill Royer, Haven: Jude
Gerstner, Hays; Paul Graber, Hays..
Track - 3.0, Meek: 2.00-2.49, Bob Schmidt,
Ellis: Dwight Gillespie, St. John; Harn- .
Walker, Englewood.
Tennis - 2.00-2.49, Buddy Campbell, Ellis;
Don Fry, Winfield.
Gymnastics - 2.00-2.49, Johnnye Appleton,
Wichita.
Golf - 2.00-2.,9, Rod Pekarek, Elkhart.

Survey Favorable_
.
Toward Lettermen ·.

An organizational meeting for a
class in ground school training in
aviation will be held at 7:30 p.m.
(ACP) - College athletes who
Friday at the Hays Airport.
win their letters are better stuThe establishment of the school dents than _those who go out for
carries the possibility of starting the team, but don't earn a letter.
a flying club, which would make And the lettermen earn grades
flying lessons and use of planes equal to those of men who don't
- considerably cheaper.
participate in athletics.
The class will cover such areas
At least, that's· the case at Wisas pre-flight facts, meteorology, consin State College, La Crosse, acThe memory of a language pro- flight computer, navigation and
fessor who taught for 31 years at FAA regulations. Cost of the seven cording to a research survey by
FHS is preserved in a new student sections is $67 if paid in advance Robert H. Steuck, Student Union
Director.
loan fund set up by his widow.
or $9.75 a section.
The POINTER, c a m p u s newsMrs. Lida J acobini has establishpaper
at Stevens Point's Wisconed
memorial fund with the Ensin State College, says a study also
dowment Assn. to help students en.Language SJudy, Travel
found:
rolled in foreign languages-.
Among the athletes, basketball
The fund honors Modesto ·Jaco- Offered .in AMLEC Plan
players
and golfers get the best
bini, a native of Italy_, who taught
Language study _and travel
at FHS from 1921 until his retire- abroad is in store for approximate- grades. Baseball and football playment in 1952: He died in 1955.
ly 250 students who will be selec- ers have the lowest ·grades.
"I hope friends and former stu- ted to participate in Michigan
Athletes participate in more redents of my husband will add to State University's American Lang- ligious groups and more campus acthe loan fund to ·give financial aid uage and Education Center pro- tivities, hold more offices in camto students at the college where he gram.
pus organizations and work at
taught for 31 years," said Mrs.
AMLE;C cooperates with a non- part-time jobs than non-athletes.
Jacobini.
profit Swiss foundation to offer
college students an inexpensive opportunity to study . Spanish, German, French and Italian while livPlacement Interview
ing -in countries where these langDates
-uages are spoken.
Friday
Abilene, Kansas. McFurther information regarding
this program can be obtained by Kinley Elementary Schools interNewspaper editors and radio and writing American Language and viewing all elementary levels.
television news directors from Cen- Education Center, Michigan State
Tuesday - Food and Drug Adtral and Western Kansas have been University in East Lansing. Last ministration interviewing chemists
invited to attend the first annual summer 243 students representing
(30 hours of chemistry) and in"Journalists' Day" today on cam- 64 American colleges and universi- spectors (30 hours of science).
pus.
ties participated in the program.
Wednesday - F.S.E.E. test.
The event is intended to extend
the college's thanks to news media
for helping keep the people of Kansas informed about FHS, according
to Robert J. Spangler, director of
news and publications.
A reception at 5 p.m. in the Memorial Union and dinner in the
Gold Room at 6 will be followed
by the St. Louis Syrnpnony Concert at 8 in Sheridan Coliseum.
Dr. Richard E. Burnett, executive assistant to the president, and
Spangler will speak to the journalists.

Memorial Language
Scholarship Started .

a

DOGPATCH ELITE - Marceilla Brown of Bazine and Bill Rogers of
Hays won the Daisy Mae and Bearded Joe contests held on .campus last
weekend. The · project, sponsored by International Relations {:lub,
raist!d about $500 for international student scholarships. Miss Brown
was sponsored by Sigma Kappa sorority and Rogers by Phi Sigma
Epsilon fraternity. She- won with $122.30, only 15 cents more than
A,·is Morton, Oberlin senior, supported by Wiest Residence Hall.

"What you can expect from student teachers •. . " will be a major
discussion topic at a conference of
area elementary ·school administrators and teacher~ and the elementary education faculty at ·FHS Saturday.
Elementary school superintendents, principals and cooperatiing
teachers from Hays, Great Bend,
Dodge City, Ellis, Hoisington, and
Lamed will strive to better understand the purposes, aims and responsibilities of the s~udent teach•
ing program.
Prepai:ation, screening and evaluation of student teachers; and
what to expect of the student teacher in reading, social studies and
mathematics v.-ill also be considered .

1
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Oil change and greaRe job
for only $3.10

PluR 10% off for major
repair on all cani

KOBLER RAMBLER

STATE

124 E. 8th
MA 4-4710

POWER!!!'

THE CENTRAL KANSAS POWER COMPANY

l
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LEADER .
CLASSIFIED

W. E. "l\'lack" 1'Ieckenstock
Fort Hays Insurance Agency
Across From Campus

Coin-Op

Dry Cleaning and Laundry
320

w.

9th

Dry 10 cents

Dry Cleaning 8 tb $2.00

Pressing
Do-lt-Yourself Ironing

Round The Clock
Laundrom.at
!20

w.

9th

'

'
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!

ADS

See Attendant

HOUSE

)

COLLEGE

Drop-Off and Finish Laundry

FULL

j

i

IJ

.JJ

'

Wash 20 cents

OH! NO M~. STANU: Y ! .... WHAT I
SAi D, WAS ... ' TO RE~LLY MODERNIZE.
YOUR HOME., YOU HAVE TO HAVE

l

·READ

SPRING SPECIAL!

And·Faculty.

1

-threestudentteachers
F o r t y
Forty-three s t u d en t teachers
l
from FHS will begin an ·eight-we~ 1 j
assignment in these schools l\Inc11 J j
23.

You can get $10,000 Lif Insurance
for $40 annually!

Area ·Journalists
On Campus Today

Open To All Students

i

Discussion Airs Student Teaching
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2 ·FHS Math Students Land

Grants for StlJdy at 0-State

New Announcers

Boost KFHS Air
Time One Hour ·

master's degree. Participants reBroadcast time for KFHS radio
ceive a '$2,400 living allowance, tuiwill
be incr.eased one hour begintion, a book allowance and travel
ning
March 9 as the station goes
expenses.
on
the
air an hour earlier at 5 and
Both Miss Horyna and Oborny
broadcasts
until 9 p.lll.
are honor students at FHS and
Reason for the change is the inhave been elected to membership
in several honorary groups, includ- crease of student announcers to 25
ing Phi Kappa Phi, national scho- frotn last semester's 12.
"The Happy Beat;" an hour
lastic fraternity; Kappa Mu Epsilon for mathematics majors; Delta . scheduled for student requested
music is being presented Monday
through Friday evenings, 8 to 9
p.m . .
Reco-rds on file at the radio studio available . for _these requests
will be announced at intervals during the regularly scheduled broadcasts.
·
"Spotlight," a taped presentation of campus personalities, visitSharon Horyna
ors and organizati<>ns, can be
heard at 8 :05 Wednesday evenings.
who have been selected to partici- .
Two FHS stude~ts were recently
pate in a National Science Foundainterviewed-Carol Lipp, concerntion institute at Oklahoma State
ing cheerleading techniques, and
University, Stillwater.
Kathy Archibald, sweetheart queen.
Sharon Horyna, Hanston, and
The Limelighters, singing trio,
Edmund Oborny, Timken, will beare among the f amo11s personaligin wprk in the 12-month math in. ties interviewed over KFHS.
Edmund Oborny
stitute this June. Both will receive
·Joe Engel, Ellis sophomore and
\....tl)achelor's degrees in mathematics
special events director for KFHS,
Epsilon, science; and Who's Who is interviewer for the show.
\ .• ,from FHS this spring.
.
Designed for prospective teach- Among Students in American Colers, the NSF institute leads to a leges and Universities.
Tv{o FHS mathematics majors
a.re, among. only six undergraduates

650 Apply For

Summer Institute

Nusse Back From
· New York, D.C.

.Reveille Goes to Press,
Expected Ready About May 11 .
The last pages of copy for the
1963-64 Reveille haye gone to press
with distribution to students expected early in May, according to
Shari Forbes, circulation manager.
An estimated 90 per .cent of the
full-time students are pictured in
the book.
,. The student publication promises
to be different in general appear-

Record Number of Entries
In Industrial ·Arts Fak

· Growth of the Western Kansas
Industrial Arts Fair from 489 to
3,660 ·entries in two years indicates
that the number entered this spring
will exceed any previous totals.
The fifth annual fair, which is
still two months away, grew from
the 489 entries in 1960 to 1,671 in
1961, to 2,865 in 1962, and last
year's total of 3,660.
Members of the Industrial Arts
Club, which co-sponsors the event
with · the industrial arts department, are making the 43 trophies
which will go to individual and
school winners in various divisions.
Division for entries are drawing,
arts and crafts, wood, graphic arts,
metal, electrical and an open division. ·

anee and make up, with original art
work by Gloria Dizmang, Holyrood
junior.
Mac Reed, Ellis senior and editor of the book, said, "With a dark
red cover and use · of duotone:
black, white and another color, the
Reveille will compare with a full
color annual because of its use of a
variety of color.
.
"Something new that appears in
this annual is the use of subdivisions as well · as · four _main divisio11s. The division pages picture
examples of campus life," he added.
Work begins right away on next
year's publication with several salaried staff positions open. Applicants can see Mrs. Rogera in !dartin Allen, Room 104.
It Pays To Advertise in the Leader

Northwestern
Typewriter
8th & Main

Patronize Leader Advertisen

Judith Nusse, Liberal senior and
There's n_o shortage of applicants
a representative of the. Kansas
ior FHS's summer institutes in
Methodist Student ~iovement, remathematics
and chemistry.
Today
cently
returned from a Christian
All Day CIC indoor track meet at
Sponsored by the National Sciseminar in New York City and
Omaha
ence Foundation, the math insti7 :30 a.m. - Art exhibit opens, Union upWashington, D. C.
,
stairs gallery
tute attracted some 450 applicaDuring
her
stop
in
New
York
6 :30 p.m. - Phi Delta Kappa, Black Room
tions from junior and senior high
8 p.m.
St. Louis Symphony, Sheridan
City
she
visited
the
United
Nations
Coliseum •
school teachers and the chemistry
Saturday
institute for college teachers drew to get a better understanding of
All Day - Band Workshop
All Day CIC indoor track meet at
over 200 applicants.
. the Latin American "setting." She
Omaha
•
Institute directors and staff had several opportunities to hear
2 :30 p.m. - Gymnastics, FHS vs. KU at
members now are busy screening discussion on the C11ban situation.
Lawrence
In Washington slle visited the
Monday
applicants so that stipend holders
4 p.m. - Faculty Assn., Gold Room
Pentagon,
the State·- D"epartment
can· be announced by March 15.
·Tutsday
and
had
an
opportunity to talk
6 p.m. - Faculty Men, Astra Room
Forty stipends are available for
8 p.m. - Novels Lecture, Black Room
with·
her
Congressmen.
the math institute, scheduled June
:,
Wednel!day
Highlighting the trip to Wash5 p.m. - Initiation for Phi Eta Sigma
1 to July 31, and 30 fo~ the chem•{ 6 p.m. - Phi Eta Sigma-Alpha Lambda
ington
were talks given by two
istry institute, scheduled June 22
_ elta Banquet, Gold Room
1
newspaper
editors. Miss Nusse said
to July 31.
'
they
presented
a socialist view.
FHS received NSF grants of
One
editor
said
he
thought Castro
$58,400 and $31,300 to finance the
is
really
a
humanitarian
who is
two projects, with the larger
all
for
the
people.
amount going to the nine-week
math institute.
Wilmont Toalson, professor of
mathematics,
and Dr. Harold Cho- .
A year's_ expense-paid study in
guill,
chairman
of the · division of
one of 126 foreign lands is availphysical
sciences,
will head the
able to students attending Fort
two
projects.
Hays State College.

Rotary Offers Year

In For·eign Land

Fellowships for International
Understanding, sponsored by Rotary International, are awarded to
men age 20 to 29 who have, or will
have a bachelor's degree before the
fellowship begins.
For the Rotary Foundation Fellowship, an applicant must be a
single male, fluent in the language,
culture and history of his adopted
country.
J(~The amount of the fellowship includes costs of transportation, registration and tuition fees , books
and room and board plus the cost
of educational travel v.;thin the
country of study.
Students interested in Rotary
grants should contact Dr. Richard
Burnett, executive assistant to the
president.

,

r·.
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LOSE SOMETHING? Find aomething? Want to sell, buy or
trade something? Use Leader
classified advertising. Ratea: 6
cents a word, 60 cent minimum.

It's Formal Time!
White Dinner Jackets
Tuxedos
White Shirts and Accessories

Quality Cleaners

THE ENGAGEMENT RING WITH
THE PERFECT CENTER DIAMOND

Make lifelong
security more
than a
"pipe dream"

Free Pickup & DeliTery

711 Main

New York Life:'s insurance
pi:ogram for college stcdent.s can help convert your
drenm or having lifelong
financial security into a
pleasant reality.
write ... phone ... or visit

ARTHUR LEAS

Campus Representative

New York Life
Insurance Company

)

The name, Keepsake, in the ring and on
the tag is your assurance of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. Your very personal Keepsake diamond ring is awaiting ·
your selection at your Keepsake Jeweler's
store. Find him in the ye1low pages. Prices
from S100 to S2500. Rings enlarged to show
beauty of detail ~rade•mark registered.

f-Ho~ TO

PLAi vouR EN~~~.M~Ni~o~~~}

~,~,t'' How YourPlan[)icmond,
Your·~
v- R~~t l

I Plecse
two ..
1·ment and Weticr¾' and

I

I

True artistry is expressed in the bi:illiant
fashion styling of every Keepsake diamond
engagement ring. Each setting is a master•
piece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond ••• a
perfect gem of .flawless clarity, fine color
and meticulous modern cut.

405 w. 5th
MA .c-,652

0

"Chcminp

.t o

ii ~th .foi:·°';'JY 25c. _Also. send ~,al off~.' of

~:. :··,)'"•
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8,iewings We're .'Beginning the Boom'

Safety Meas·ures Needed.

The safety of both pedestrians and drivers is endangered by ·t he lack of traffic controls at several hazardous
-intersections near the campus.
Tl' provide greater sa:fety for pedestrians, The Leader suggests ·
: 1. "Stop for Pedestrians" signs at 6th St. and Park
St., ·directly east of Rarick_Hall on Park and at the intersection of US Highway 40 and Park.
2 . . Traffic lights or a patrolman directing traffic
at the intersection of 8th and Elm. This would be especia11y helptul at 8 a.m. and at the noon hour.
.Signs warning eastbound drivers on US 40 of · the
congested area ahead would also be advantageous.
Another· safety aid to the driver would be the removal of the bushes at the southwest corner of the inter_.,.. section of Park and US 40.
These traffic controls, coupled with consideration for
others by both drivers and pedestrians, could eliminate
much of the traffic congestion and lessen the danger to
_FHS students, faculty and staff.

Nurse Education -Head
To Nebraska Conference

Professor Leora B. Stroup, .chairman of the division of nurse education, is attending a three-day
conference at Nebraska University
Center for Continuing Education.
The topic for--the assembly,
which concerns nurse education, is
entitled, "Philosophical and Psychological Foundations of Teaching."
Miss Stroup is a member of the

Says President Cunningham

conference, comprised of directors
and instructors of nursing schools.

Don't Be a Slowpoke!!

The Artists and Lectures Committee is concerned with the large
number of people arriving late to
concerts. Because of problems in
seating people· arriving late, the
committee asks that everyone ar.;.
rive early for forthcoming concerts.

L:ITTLE. MAN ON CAMPUS.

.

The Fort Hays Furiough emphasized the rich Western background
of Hays and so does a high-ranking
administrator on the first floor of
Martin Allen Hall.
Swinging doorS-:-with something
extra added to make this picture
bright-provide an e 1 e m e n t of
privacy an~/or secrecy for the official.
It must be admitted the construction raised an eyebrow, . and
in hopes of discovering a hidden
motive, The Leader's p i c t u r e
brightener was assigned to Project
106.
Armed with an empty stein glass
and a dry bar rag, this modest
young maiden clad in the semibunny uniform pushed through the
swinging doors and into the realm
of the unknown.
·
While it is .against The Leader's
better interests to disclose in detail her full report, we can tell one
and all that the stein is still empty and the bar rag dry.-Norman
Brewe.

Spray Enamel a Cure

For Sponging Borrowers

(ACP) - DAILY UNIVERSE,
Brigham Young University, Provo,
Ctah, tells of five roommates who
finally banded together in unity oi
funds and purpose and bought a
can of spray enamel ( clear varnish). A quick change of labels and
the sixth girl in the room borrowed the new acquisition, as expected.
That girl has the shiniest hair
on campus, and to this day she still
doesn't know what she's using.

Open Letter Thanks Parents

(ACP)-THE COURIER, Clarke
College, Dubuque, Iowa, addressed
this open letter to parents of studenta:
Dear Mom and Dad,
Tonight I saw two children. They
were alone downtown, standing in
front of a tavern.
Five of us were walking to Karigan's after an evening movie when
we saw then-little blonde children. The girl looked about six. The
boy couldn't have been more than
f onr years old.
One of the girls I was with said
softly, "Go home kids." The blare

gor'I

lhmm.-This is
~ly cpt.e good!

us a schedule of goals we hope to
achieve.''
The buildings planned and
their completion -dates. are: newlibrary, fall 1966; remode1ing•of
present library, fall 1968; '1Ulch.._
tion for mathematics, .fall · 19'8} ·
"We're reasonably sure that our
health, physical education ·'i.itd,
enrollments will grow-in fact,
recreation ·building, fall 1970; ~ we're already . experiencing the bemodeling of Coliseumj fall ·1971;
ginning o; the boom," President.
classroom
building, fall 1972, aiad
M. C. Cunningham said, summarizaddition to library, fall 1973. ' · ·
ing the future growth of FHS. ·
·A proposed addition to the MeLooking ·into the next decade,
morial
· Union is not included; ,in
- Cunningham said; "Probably the
this
,
list
because financing will not
. safest statement to . make about
come
from
state funds. A commitenrollments, in the next ten years
tee
is
working
on plans, and funds
is 'They'll go up.' However, . some
are
.
being
accumulated
for the -adpatterns can be traced from birth
dition.
rates, elementary _and secondary
The ·projected plan for housing
school enrollments and co!lege atunits and their completion .d ates
tendance percentages.It
·
are: addition to McMindes Hall,
"I think it's widely known that · · fall 1965; apartment buildings, fall
Kansas is well above the national
1967; men's residence ball, fall
average in the percentage of high
1968; men's residence addition, fall school students who attend col1971, and addition to Agnew Hall,
lege, and ·present signs points to
fall 1973.
an increase -in this percentage,"
Cunningham pointed out that
the president · pointed out.
changes in enrollment trends and
Recently a group of college of.fifinancing could_ change this
cials studied the matter and arrivschedule.. At present, FHS reed at estimated future enrollment
ceives funds for academic buildfigures which they thinlc are reasings from a three-fourths mill
onably realistic. "We tried to take
levy called the Kansas Educaall influencing factors in account,u
tional Building Fund and for
said one member of the group. "We
housing from a one-quarter mill
considered the growth of communlevy, the Dormitory Fund.
.ity colleges~ possible economic risFederal loans for housing are
es and falls, population trends, the
obtained
through the Housing and
school unification plan and inHome
Finance
Agency. The new
creased demands for college-eduEducational
Facilities
Act will
ca ted people.''
·
make funds available for certain
The group predicted that fall types of college buildings.
semester enrollments would in"Housing is our biggest probcrease from 4,275 in i964 to 6,900
lem,"
Cunningham said. "If anyin 1970.
thing can hamper the college's
"We didn't go beyond 1970,"
gro"'-th, it will be the lack of suffiCunningham said. "However; we
cient housing, both on and off the
think there'll be a leveling- off
campus.''
about that time, and whether the
college will grow beyond 7,000
is problematical."
The president noted that a study
made last spring by Mrs. Rose
King of Hays indicated a strong
possibility that the 1970 figure
would reach 7,400. Mrs. King used
Scholarships to the University
iour methods of estimating enrollof
Hawaii are being offered to stuments, and her lowest figure for
dents
whose major interest is in
1970 was 5,860. However, she
the
social
sciences and humanities.
does not consider this method as reThese 100 full scholarships are
liable as the one that produced the
valued at $8,500. The scholarships
7,400 figure.
No matter what figures you are for 21 months and -provide
use," Cunningham said, "we're in transportation, basic maintenance
and tuition at the University of
for a major increase.''
Hawaii.
While· it continues to grow in
Certain qualified students in
great leaps, FHS is making plans certain fields of science other than
to accommodate the additional stu- social sciences and humanities may
dents and instructors.
be considered.
"We've set up a 10-year projecThe Asian field study program is
ted building plan for the Board of for one semester to a full year deRegents," President M. C. Cunning- pending upon the students' qualiham said. "This plan doesn't mean fications and objectives.
that we'll build these buildings on
Further information is available
~he dates listed, but it does give in the graduate office.
Editor's Note - This is the
f _irst of three stories written by
Arlene Goetz, Leader staff writ•
er, explaining enrollment, f acuity and curriculum and building
plans.

of a jukebox from the tavern muffled the little girl's reply. It sounded like "Please."
As I turned to ask them where
they lived, they ran away. The
little boy had a shoe shine kit in
his hand.
We started to follow them, but
they were masters of elusion. The
girl cut between two cars, turned
the corner and was gone. The little
boy disappeared down an alley.
We looked up and down the
street, expecting a nearby home, a
mother watching. A p p a r e n t 1 y

100 U. of Hawaii
Grants Offered

State College Leader

there was no one.
Parents' Weekend seems to be a
good time to thank you, Mom and
Dad for many things. For an education, warm clothes, spaghetti on
Saturday nights.

One oC UM! oldest student orvanh:atlorui on the Fort Hays State cam;,ua;
founded In 1906. Recipient of first class ra~inst by the Au.oclat.ed Collelrlate
Preas Critical Service and an A ratin1t by National School Yearbook AMociatkm,
both durlnit the 1961-62 and 1962~3 collesre year!'.
Th• State ColltSe Leader ii pabllahed wNkb (Tbarsdar) danQ6 the Khool rear
durtnli coUeire bolldaya and examination perloda. and bi-wttld:, durla. Jane ud Jul7.
Publlabed at Kartln Allen ·Hall on the eampu.t of Fort Ba1• Kanaaa State Collc-e.
B879, Ka1UU. Mail aabAcrlptlo.n price: S.76 per aemester or 11.60 per ealcdar ,..,.
Second-clue posta.c• paid at H&n. Kan11u.

But not right now. Tonight I
would like to thank you for the big
things. Tonight, Mom and Dad,
thank you for being there. Thank
you !or a few .spankings and a
million hugs, Thank you for waiting up all those evenings. Thank
you !or still watching while I run
to mail a letter alter dark.

Managing Editor ________ Norman Il??Wer
Editorial A,._~btanb ________ Jerry Demel
Martha Bird
Sport.A Editor ____________ SteYe I.anon
Soclet:r. Editor ____________ Marla Mo~an

---------------,
Why,so ~a

.ye?Come ...

~tus ~rb
our5€NQS ith

fig lea..,es!

REPORTERS:

Businf!!'.- Manasrn __________ Joe Wbltl«y
Cin:ulation Manasru ______ Richard Bo7Je
Adverti.~in1t SAleman ______ Kr,,in Hue
Adviser ______ ______ Malcolm Appksat.e
Printer ------------------ Ed J. Urt.n

Flord Andel'lll)n, Cheryl lkntley, D«IQ' Dodenham~. l.arTJ' Cole, Conni.
Cu~kk, ~llnna John1,0n, Gary I.Isner, Sharon Klew~. Norman Kocuta.
Pamela MJe1'9, K~nt Noland, Eldon Palmberz. Robin Parltu, BW Sa,tt
and Gary 1boml)80n.

PHOTOGRAPHERS:
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Gtt.ld Hu1ton, Rex Von Achen, Lorraine J~oon and Joe Scbon.

Come To The

Varsity Bow-1
For The Best Food
In Town.
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Five Sigma Alpha Iota pledges
who ~~beeame ·ac~ve··mem.;.
bers ·--~-"~4\6aeUa'~._ Litienberger,
Hays j - r ; .Oalroll7Walker/ Oinutr•
ron . jumo\fr::.Linda~''Schledeman/~;La

~QF@i_gp-_Language Enro:llment
Hit1 (Rfi.fl9 High of 532 ·
,-..t .

By Arlene Goetz
Leader ·Staff''·Writer

..

.

a foreign -language.
Teaching aids and other rnaterEnrollment~
in(
·toreigi·'1anguagials
suppleme.n t the main: labora,~)
- rossi.'i&;"J~'·Diina·,~man,
es
for
th_
e
spring
semester
at
F
lf~
t~ry
at
FHS and new teaching techLarnecl\i~Wlffl -arid ·Judith··Silhit
an
all-time
high
of
·582
students~mques
~ake lan~age s~udy more
lin, ~~eophomorei' -~"' · ··
marking tlie· . first -time .;·in; ·-t he challenging and mterestmg.
h:s:~-~.......:~ ··· "t"·
schdors;-history 'that figures· have
Students learn to spe~k the lang'f'!, ..
.,\ ~.,
·::
IUlt\ .
..: : ., ·.
: , , _•
uage and •understand 1t from the
exc·e·e·d·e·d ·uvv;
, .. -. -·,
The K-St:ate Girls' Glee Club, diThe ·nurriber not only excee·ded outset. Dady laboratory. work and
rected ·-),y-:J_!¥ln, Sloop,· will - give a enrollment f'or the spring seriiei!iter regular recorded t_ests impel stuprogra~f at"'!-l' 11~~-' Ttiesd~y·· at of last - year,.-but · alsb: +shd'Wed"'' 'a-' dents to w?rk .c~me1stently.
Hays 'HJlrtt•-Scliool -Auditoritiin.
marked increase over the ·1963' fall
.
av!'Ilab1l.1ty of adequ_ate ~aThis,·pe~oriitance is· open to the term. Although ·F HS had the·usual c1hties gives nse to expenmental
public 1 anti' ,·-~nsored by Hays
_drop in total enrollment:· from fall
High and--the Fort ·Hays State di- · to spring, langUage enrollments
vision of.:- tiuiaic. ·
were up. 14 per cent over ·l ast
. a;. ,- ...
spring and 13 per cent · over · last·
fall.
"World Come of Age" is the
Spanish classes topped-all oththeme of the- Kansas Methodist
ers with 220 students, a 27 per
Student Movement State Confercent increase over last spring,
Reader's Digest Release - Chience Friday through Sunday at
and 20 per cent over the fall senese college students in Red China
Rock Springs Ranch n_e ar Manhatmester. _German is up 5 per c_e nt
receive their education amid a
tan.
with 131 students and French,
squalid, crowded and dirty atmoswith 81, is down 25.
phere where space is so tight and
Guest lecturer for the conferRussian has 26 students, main- equipment so scarce that they can. ence will be Dr. Martin Marty, professor of church history at the taining the same level as last fall. not study in their rooms, but must
The drop in elementary French is go to lecture halls.
University of Chicago Divinity
\ School and associate editor of "The - interpreted by the language deIf the students happen to be Af~ _..,_Christian Century."
.
pariment as a temporary result of ricans, they· also suffer racial dis···
Dr. Marty will be speaking on $ff changes and the new enroll- crimination. This is the picture
"The Secularity of our Religious ment procedure. But the prospect drawn by Emmanuel John Hevi, a
World," "The Religiousness of our for French is obviously improving. Ghanian who went to Peking to
Secular World," and "The Chris- Two advanced courses, which were study medicine.
The college where he studied had
tian Faith in it's Complex Setting." expected to be offered by appointment developed into full classes. · only one bathhouse for 5000 stuThe principle reasons for the dents. The dining hall also served
language enrollment increase are as assembly hall, theater and inCarol Smith, St. Mary's sopho- the teacher shortage, business op- door games room. Each l0xl~-foot
more, won the women's intramural portunities and college language .dormitory room housed at least
table tennis tournament with a 9-1 facilities.
eight students. Windows had to be
record.
Because schools are expanding wedged with paper to keep out the
Second place was taken by Marg their offerings to six-year_ s_e_-___co~ld. -·
Brickey, Arkansas City freshman, quences at the junior and senior
Although warmly greeted at _
with an 8-1 record, with Kathy high school levels and more com- first, Hevi soon became disenchantNedrow, Kirwin sophomore, third munities are introducing foreign ed with the stifling living condiwith six wina and one loss.
language study as a regular part tions, the attempts to link all acaThe final standings of the tour- of the elementary school curricu- demic material to Marxist dogma
nament are as follows~
lum, a shortage of teachers exists. and the Communist efforts to coriCarol Smith, 9-1; Marg Brickey, Consequently, salaries in this area vince him and hisJellow stu~ents
8-1; Kathy Nedrow, 6-1; Myra are higher than in most teaching that the yellow race was superior
. to the black.
Fisher, 7-3; Helen Miles, 6-4; Mick- fields.
Dances were held occasionally,
Besides teaching opportunities,
ey Wasinger, 4-4; Helen Cooper, 34; Jay ·Hamman, 2-4; Linda Bogenthe language student can find a
but the music consisted of Sociallst
'career combining business and
anthems repeated ad nauseum. Chi( hagen, 2-8; LaVelda Young, 1-7,
land Anita Bennett,·0-9.
nese students who approached the
linguistics. Competition for world
markets has induced American
Africans as friends were discoverbusiness to emphasize the imed to be plants.
PatronJse Leader Advertisers
portance of the ability to speak
"Such girl friends as we found
were packed off to prison or to
commune farms for hard labor almost immediately," Hevi reports.
Of 118 Africans studying in China when he was there, approximately 90 per cent had either left
Refreshing Drink and Delicious Food
or were planning to leave by the
time he packed his bags, said Hevi.
"For us there was lacking the
Cheeseburgers
Chicken Baskets
sustaining hope of reaching the
final goal-sound education," he
French Fries
said.
Hevi now teaches at Olu-Iwa
Malts
Shakes
College in western Nigeria.
•
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College Students

Hot Dogs
And Many Others

.,

-

Root Beer

A & W DRIVE-IN

This

Space

for

Sale
Contact:

THE COLLEGE LEADER
Martin Allen Hall

Phone 301

t',,.

A total of 56 FHS juniors are
attending classes in various Haye
elementary schools.
··
The students are members of a
six-weeks program who observe
research with new materials and and, on occasion, participate in
techniques by language f acuity parts ·of the day's activities. Each
student attends a designated grade
members.
·
school classroom for two hours
Language majors receive inten- twice each week for eight weeks.
sive training before they are grad.T he course is the first step touated. They usually work at least ward putting theory into practice
a semester as laboratory assist- . and gives the prospective teacher
ants, learning to· run the equip- a personal contact with the age
ment in the laboratory system and level he plans to teach. ·
mastering almost every kind of
Dr. Jeanne, Kuhn, professor of
audio-visual aid.
education, is directing the ·c1ass.

Reds Also ·Have
Race Problems

* * *

Yours
To Enjoy
For A Lifetime

A

Kuhn's Bridal
Set

Kuhn's
Jewelers
804 Main

fHS Juniors Given
Eye-Opener at Schools

5
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(Auihor of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!"
and "Baref oat Boy With Cheek".)

THE SLOW RUSH
Dlustrated below is the membership 1:in of a brand-new national fraternity called Signa Phi Xotliing. To join Sig na Phi

Nothing and get this hideous membership pin alisolutely free ,
simply take a pair of scissors, cut out the illustration, a.nd p:iste
it on your chest.
Let me hasten to state that I do not recommend you: joining
Signa Phi Nothing. The only thing I recomlllend in th i,, colu:1m
is ?\-[arlboro Cigarettes, as any hones t man " J:mld who likes
good tobacco and a good filter, whose heart is quickened by a
choice of soft pack or Flip-Top Box, and who gets p!1.id e very

week for writing this column.
I run frankly hard put t-0 think of :rny reason why you should
Join Signa Phi Nothing. Some people, of course, arc joiner" by
nn.ture; if you are one such, I am bound t-0 tell you th ere u.rc
any number of better organizations for you to join-t hJ C .>5:1
Nostro, for example, or the Society for the Pb.cin;; of Wa ter
Troughs in Front of Equestrian Statues.

,dJl+'/t:R?_

~ r - : ~. .. . ,-.;~
. ...

;.

Cafilouldrtdf;;°te if 01t'lo1Lrt:f1,sf
But if you insist on joining Signa Phi Xoti iing, let me give
you several warnings. First off, it is the only ira ternity which
admits girls. Second, there is no pledge period; each new m c·mber immediately goes acti\·e. Pcrh :.t ps " ina cti\·e·· is a mor,! ac·
curate word: there are no mee tin g~ , no dri\'c,-, no camp;:i;:ns,
no sports, no games, no dues, no grip, and no hou~e.
The only thing SigM Phi Xothin;:?: has in common with oth!'r
fraternities is a fraternity hymn. In fact, two hy mn ;.: wl' rr .-·ui>rnittcd to n. recent meeting of the na tioml bo'.ml of t.!ircctur.s
(noue of whom attended) . The fir~t hymn goc:;:
Signa Phi SotfiillfJ,
Shining star,
JI aw we tL·onck>t
_
If you arc.
The second hymn, rather more J)O('ti c in content, is to Le
sung to the tune of Also Sprach Z rJ rntJ, u.stra:
A Gtu:rn.uy's a rou:,
_A rood i., a lnnc,
When you're cniirig rlun.c,
R emember the mcin.
PendinJ? the next meetin~ of the n:1tinnal bAarrl of ,J;rrd n~
(which will never Le held) meml H' ~ a re :i11tl111riz{'(i t o ~iag
either hymn. Or, for that m:ittcr, Fro 1d i.
Perhnps you are won<lerin~ why thNe :-h";il<l },<> ,;;rh a fraternity a..c; ~gn.a. Phi Xothing. I r:i n i:i n· :, <Jtl .• n ::. '1, \, ,·:- - :rn
nn~wer v.ith v. oich you ca nnot p,,,,.i! ,ly ,L -:1::::r~ : .' 1~,- rit1 l'.~i
Xothing Ji~ a uvll-nr1'tkd gap .
Are you sufferin~ from m('nl'il health" J. h :i c ,! < i .. rt i: :!
your thinkin~? Is ambiti ,rn C'n c roac h ir :.: nn y ..
ru t :·, " . :.. r;:'.'
Is your lon~-<:heri_!;hed m i,-inform:..fil) n r,..tr,·:-itini: : ..-:.,r<' a ,-. •,1
of fact..c;? In short, h~s e<luc.'ition c:1u2ht i; p ,·. 1::, \ -1 ;"
If ro, coni;.rrntulationi:i. But !-prir.l:! i:1 upun 1; :, ~,-1 t !.f' ~-' i1 :!I
ri1-in12;, and the mind }0<,k,- bnC'k u·ith r~ ·il!n.'lr,: ;, ,i.~. ; ( : .. 1;,~
dJ1y~ ~-hen it wa.q a puddle of unN'~--0n.
If - ju,-t for a mome nt-you n-;1nt t,1 fr' <".'\ ;1, ,;:"'I' : : .. ,,f' 1., :"c'l~,1 vnp0rini;:i<, that warm. !lfjUi ,hy ("1-,,,:u--1,,n . ·' · -.. _ ..
Phi :'\othin~ an<l r<' n,-v.· yni,r :lc<r; :\ ;:i :. , n('<' u .- ; . : _. "- ·' ~-:, , - , .
We promise nothing, :ind, liy c .... -,r~" - ~<' deii,,: . : ·

1,,
0

•

•

•

n·,., thr mnkrr1t of .\fr.rlborn C ,fl~rf'f ~" t . prnmicr u-n ·. l ·i nq r
joum,.nt . nnd ,r,, thinJ.: uou·u thiril.: r: r rlr 1 ." -rr i! r. :• '::

atate• of thi• t'nion • .\fnrlboro Co11ntr11 i• rrhrrt' i,ou nrr.
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Seniors, Students
·Perform Thursday.

AWARD FOR SCHOLARSHIP - Kathy Whitley .( right), La Crosse
senior and member of Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority at Fort Hays State

. College, accepts two scholarship plaques from Judy Ubert, Hays senior
and president of Panhellenic Council. ... ·The Tri Sig actives and pledges
won both of- the Council's awards for the fall semester-the actives
with a 1.81 grade average (i. is C and 2. -is B) and the pledges with a
1.71. Delta Zeta pledges had 1.68 actives, 1.66; Sigma Kappa pledges
had a 1.45 and actives had 1.73; Alpha Gamma Delta pledges had 1.65
and actives a 1.66. Watching the presentation is Jean Stouffer, dean
of women.

Performing in a senior recital at
11 a.m. next Thursday . in Picken ·
Hall,.Room 304, will be Jim Krentzel, Hudson, tenior; and Carl Bice,
Hays, bass.
Also scheduled is a student recital at 8:15 p.m. next Thursda1 in
Sheridan Coliseum. Eleanor Poole,
Phillipsburg junior, and · Morris
Deewall, Coldwater freshman, will
perform.
The following perions performed
at this morning's recital: Gary
.Merklein; Prairie View freshman,
trombonej Allen Dilley, Hays junior high student, piano; Frank
Southard, Oberlin junior, trom. bone; Judith Sillin, Hudson sophomore, vocal solo; Val Manderscheid,
Great Bend freshman, violin; Darlene Knox, Larned sophomore, piPOSTER PROJECT - Three members of Delta Tau Alpha, honorary
ano; Richard Ellis, Stockton sophoagriculture fraternity at Fort Hays State College, look over. a few of
more, ~~}:>a; Peter Fitzgibbons,
Goodland sophomore, trumpet; and . the 275 posters which they judged for the Ellis County Soil ConserYa•
James Fox, Ulysses senior, French
tion district. From left are ToI]l Steffen, Great Bend; Dennis Metz,
horn.
·
Wellington; and Myron Behnke, Bushton, all seniors. The-' posters
promoting soil conservation were made by school _youths in Ellie
County.

Fraternity Rush Ends, 48 Pledge
A total of 48 men pledged fraternities in fornial pledge service
held Monday night.
Fraternities and their pledges

Bueler, Scott City; James Spicer,
Phillipsburg;
Bobby
Leaning,
Dodge City; Richard Montgomery,
Penokee, and Errol Glaze, Larned. ·
are:
Phi Sigma Epsilon - John Fran_ Alpha Kappa Lambda - Brice cis, Hays; Lou Mannino, New Haven, Conn.; William Breer, Solomon;
Richard Shogren, Assaria; Al;m
Johnson,
David Bauer,
Young Democrats Report Broughton;Concordia;
Dudley Fryman, RossOn Convention Activities ville; Bob Johnson, · hogan; Pat
Reports concerning activities of Peterson, Clyde, and George Balch,
the Young Democratic N~ti.o nal Formoso.
Sigma Phi Epsilon -. Murray
Convention held recently in Las
Vegas were presented at the FHS Anderson, Jamesto'Ytl; John Briery,
Young Democrats meeting Tues- Hays; Morris Deewall, Coldwater;
Lester Kdeker, Rozel; Dave Jones,
day evening.
The accounts consisted of · mo- Dodge City; Dennis King, Goodtions made at the convention, elec- land; ,Don Pfannenstiel, Hays; Tom
tions of officers, voting procedures Stevens, Winchester; D o u g Teel,
and positions young democrats Russell; Mike Turner, Great Bend;
Doug Warren, Hays; Shelly Wat- .
should support.
Members Ken B r o w n, Kinsley king, Wellington, and Danny Westjunior and p resident of the FHS phal, Isabel.
Delta
Sigma
Phi
Lynn
M~enYoung Democrats, and Smith,
Clifton;
Bernard
Karlin,
H~ys;
en,
Syracuse junior, attended the convention, comprised of representa- Edward Puzig, Hays; Richard Cortives from throughout the United dey, Clifton; Allen Grigsby, Salina; Gene Downing, _Liberal; RodStates.
ney Moore, Bazine; Ronald Kruse,
Hays; Clement Maurath~ Monument; David Miller, Agra, R.nd
David Hays, Ellis.
Tau Kappa Epsilon - Gorden
Stout, Alden; Neal Kinlund; Trib·
WANTED-Usable Indian head une; Larry Dean, Tribune; Keith
pennies. Will pay book price. Sexson, Weska n, and Robert Ruda,
Contact Alice McFarland, Martin Atwood.
Allen 206, or phone ext. 333.
Promethean - Ron Pizel, KanoWANTED .._ Typing, all kinds. r ado, a nd Leo Hayden, Goodland.
. Phone 4-3~32.
CONIS - Buy, sell, trade at the
Fort Hays Coin Shop, 235 West

Classified Ads

..

10th.

WANTED - Typing, t erm papers ,
theses, etc. Kenton Koch, MA 4.

8067.

(3t)

FOR SALE - 1938 Chevy coupe ;
32,000 miles, paint good, New
overh a ul. $200 cash. Call Gerald
L. Duntz, Osborne, Kans.
MUST SELL - 1959 Great Lakes
Mobile Home, 30xl0, one bedroom. E xcellent condition. Ideal
for college couple. Call lf A 4.
6983.

HEADQUARTERS
F or

Smith-Corona
Portable
Typewriters
Electric & Manual
Trade•In11 Accept~
AA Little As S5.00 Per Month

~L.\RKWELL
STATIONERY CO.
1010 Main

Hay11

Music Scholarship Auditions
Set Saturday in Coliseum
The first of three auditions for

music division scholarships will be
held Saturday morning in Sh~ridan
Coliseum, Room 306.
Scholarships awarded on the bas. is of the audition . are available to
college freshmen in any area of
music.
Last year scholarships varying
from $50 ·to $200 were awarded to
15 freshmen and f our upperclassmen.
.J'

Alpha Lambda Delta.
Initiation Is Wednesday

Alpha Lambda Delta, freshman
honorary sorority, and Phi Eta
Sigma, freshman honorary fraternity, will initiate their new members
at a banquet Wednesday in the
· Memorial Union.
Guest speaker will be Alice McF a rland, assista nt pr ofessor of
English. Senior women who have
maintained their 2.5 grade average
will receive special recognition.

It's All
Sigma Tau Gamma's weekend
guest was Allen Tannahaill, a Junior from Great Bend High Schoc.1.
Eight officers will attend a Providence Conference this weekend at
Emporia. ·Those attending ar':! :
Roger Mayhew, Plainville, president; Bary Bland, Lucas, vice·president; Bob Rucker, Burdett, recorJing secretary; Terry Toole, l!ugoton, corresponding secretary; Marvin Schelite, Ulysses, treasurer;
Eldon P a lmburg, Palco, intramu:-a ls chairman; Barry Ables, ~lay
Center, sentinel, a nd Ron Sidener,
- Ada, pledge trainer.
Delta Zeta hosted l\Irs. Evans,
. Alumni Province Director Tuesday

.. . . .

I
and Wednesday. A dinner for
Martha Aguirre, Uruguay, ,-i;as
held Wednesday night. DZ's have
an hour dance tonight at the Me .
morial Union at 7:30. Date for the
annual Branding Party has beea
set fo.r l\Iarch 13.
Sigma Sigma Sigma and Sigma
Phi Epsilon had an hour dance
Wednesday night.
Delta Sigma Phi held a dinner
for prospective pledges Sunday
night at Wa Keeney.
Alpha Gamma D e 1 ta and Phi
Sig ma Epsilon had a n hour dance
Wednesday night.

Attention SENIOR and GRADUATE MEN Students
Who need some FINANCIAL HELP in order to complete their
Education this year and will then commence work.
Apply to STEVENS BROS. FOUNDATION, INC.
A Non-Profit Educatio1;1al Fdn. 610 Endicott Bldg., St. Paul 1, Minn
UNDERGRADS, CLIP AND SAVE

(_

It P1y1 To Advertise in The Leider

ROHR
JEWELRY
709 Main
MA 4-4327

Norge Laundry & Dry Cleaning Village
MOST MODERN LAUNDRY IN TOWN

Will do cleanf ng by 8 poonds or any amount you ne-oo.
Mix all colors.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
A:.So "'- pressing and ironing. Attendant on duty at all umes.
Located Ea st of Ta stee Freez
Centennial Blvd. a nd Gen. Hayes Road

THE

ITALIAN
VILLAGE

"Where Good Food Is At Its Best"

On Highway 40 West

$29.95

WIESNER'S INC.
Exclusive HJ.S. Dealers

l
(

; ,,

.....
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Wrestlers Down Denver,

Ft. LeWis ·in Duell ~-Wins

Fort Hays S~te wrestlers Del·
bert Erickson and Jim Tinkler
sured the Tigers their fifth and
sixth consecutive dual victories last.
·. week . over Denver -University, 1813, and Ft. Lewis A&M, 23-13.
The paif scored the clinching vic_tories eac}?. night on the two-day
Colorado road trip. FHS trailed
Denver, 13-10, going into the last
two matches, but Erickson won by
a forfeit in the 177-pound bracket,
and Tinkle scored a decision at
heavyweight.
Ed Hanson, _Atwood freshman,
also won both ' of his inatches at.
137 by pins to be undefeated for
the two matches.
·
The two triumphs boosted the
season record to 8-3. The FHS.
- grapplers ;finished their dual sea. son - at home with Kansas Ste.ta
University Wednesday night.

IM

BASKETBALL CHAMPS - The Newman Club
won the school championship for the third year
straight by defeating the Dingleberries, 1,-49.
Team members are, back row from left, Kenneth
Haas, Hays senior; Gerald Daniels, Granby, Colo.,
senior; James Copp .. Gorham senior; B.rian Rud~r,

Badminton, Ping-Pong
Slated for Men's IM

Badminton,· table tennis and softball head the men's intramural acthities .for the months of March
and April.
Men interested in badminton and
table tennis must sign up in Sheridan Coliseum, Room 20_7., by 5
p.m. March 13. Ping pong starts at
6 p.m. March 16 in the Coliseum,
Room 201 with badminton starting
at the same time in the men's gym.
The deadline for softball entries
is 5 p.m. March 27 and play starts
April 6.

It Pays To Advertise in the Leader

,

Hays senior, and Max Zimmer, Downs freshman.

Front row, Galen Schmidtberger, Victoria fresh- ·
man; John ·Briery, Hays junior; Jerry Brinker,
Cawker City junior, and Warren Schmidt, Hays
senior.

Gymnasts Close Out Season
·Against Kan·sas Jayhawks
The FHS gymnastics squad cl,:,ses its season with a dual n.eet
against Kansas University at 2
p.m. Saturday at Lawrence.
Midway in the season, the . Tigers· downed the KU Jayhawk~rs,
76-36, in a double dual meet here.
FHS lineup for KU:
Trampoline - · Eddie Johnson,
Hugoton sophomore; David Blackwell, Larned junior; Jan Kilboun1e,
Hugoton freshman.
Free exercise E. Johnson,
Gary Cooper, East Alton, ·Ill., junior; Johnnye Appleton, Wichita

November

C. BINKLEY: Realism and Nationalism, 1852·1871.
Illus.
TB/ 3038 $2.45

ROBERT

A. DAHL and CHARLES E. LINDBLOM: Politics, Economics, and Welfare: Planning and Politico-Economic
Systems resolved into Basic Social Processes.
TB/ 3037 $2..95
CLEMENT EATON: The Growth of Southern Civilization, 17901860. Illus.
TB/ 3040 $2.45
CARLTON J. H. HAYES: A Generation of Materialism, 18711900. Illus.
TB/ 3039 $2.7S
JOHN D. Htcxs: Republican Ascendancy, 1921-1933. Illus.
TB/ 3041 $2.25
ROBERT H. }AOCSON: The Supreme Court in the American
System of Government.
TB/ 1106 $.95
JOHN F. KENNEDY: A Nation of Immigrants. lllrls.

ROBERT

,

I

I

R.

TB/1118 $.95

and H.J. PATON, Eds.: Philosophy and History:
The Ernst Cassirer Festschrift. Illus.
TB/1115 $2.7S
LtONARD W. LEVY: Freedom of Speech and Press in Early
American History: Legacy of Suppression. New Preface
by Aut1ior.
TB/ 1109 $2.25
l<INCSLtY MARTIN: French Liberal Thought in the Eighteenth
Century: A Study of Political Ideas from Bayle to Condorcet.
TB/1114 $1.8S
BtRNARO MAYO: Myths and Men: Patrick Henry, George
Washit1gton, Thomas lcfferson.
TB/ 1108 $.9S
JOHN U. Nu: Western Civilization Since the Renaissance:
Peace, War, Industry, and·the Aris. New Introduction
by Aut11or.
TB/ 1113 $2.45
Hunu P1Rtmn:: Early Democracies in the Low Countries:
Urban Society and Political Conflict in the Middle Ages
-and the Renaissance. Neu, Introduction by John H.
Mundy.
TB/1110 St.65
HDZRY Ossom TAYLOR: The dassical Heritage of the Middle Ages. Intro. and Bibliog. by Kenneth M. Setton.
[First published as TB/ 48, The Emergence of Christian
Culture in the West].
TB/ 1117 Sl.75
KuBANSK't

sophomore.
· Side horse - Cooper, Bob
bum, Cooper.
Parallel bar - Wilburn, Cooper,
E. Johnson.
Rings - Wilburn, E. Johnson,
Cooper.
Tumbling - Kilbourne, Appleton, Isaac Jackson, Junction City
freshman.
The Tigers earned a split in a
double dual meet Saturday n!ght
in Sheridan Coliseum by dumping
Wichita University, 66-47, and lo~ing to Colorado University, 60-52.

"il-

Heavyweight '7 :55.

Results with Denver i
123 - Noel, H, and Lubchenco drew, 0-0.
130 - Manesa, D, decisioned Cooley, 4-1. 137 - Hanson, H. pinned JACQuot. ,:oo.
147 - Perkins, H, decbioned Ftanco, a-o.
167 - McHenry, D, decisioned Hupfer~ 2-1.
167 · - "~anson, D, Pi?ned Ritterbouae,
4:48.
.
177 - Erickson, H, won b7 a forfeit.
Heavyweight Tinkler, H, decisioned
J anota, 5-0.

TB/ 1107 $1.45
FERDINAND Tomms: Community and Society: Gemeinschtr{t
und Gesellschaft. Trans. and Ed. by C. P. Loomis.
TB/1116 $1.85
G. M. TREVELYAN: England in the Age of Wycliffe, 1368--1520.
TB/1112 $1.9S
VESPASIANO! Renaissance Princes, Popes, and Prelates: Ut,u
of Illustrious Men of the XVth Century: The Vespaslano
Memoirs. Nno Introduction by Myron P. Gilmore. Illus.
TB/1111 $2.CS
January
C. AutRBACH: The Science of Genetics. Illus. TB/ S68 $1.85
RANDOLnt S. BouRNE: War and the Intellectuals: Collected
Essays, 1915-1919. Edited with an Introduction by Carl
Resek. _
TB/ 3043 $1.9S
EDWARD CoNZI, et al., Eds.: Buddhist Texts Through the
Ages.
TB/113 $1.85
THOMAS CoRBlSHl.EY, S. J.: Roman Catholicism. Neto Api,endi:r by Author.
TB/112 $.95
FRANXUN EocnroN, Trans. and Ed.: The Bhagavad GUl.
TB/11S $1.45
PAUL FRrE'DLANDtJt: Plato: An lntroduclion. lllus.

TB/ 2017

Atl>OUS

WRA Sports Da_y
To Be Saturday

TB/ 3S02 $2.4.5
IMMANUEt Iv.NT: The Doctrine of Virtue: Part 11 of The
M~taphysic of Morals. Trans. with Intro. and Notes l,y
Mary]. Gregor. Foreword by H. ]. Paton. TB/ 110 $1.85
SwAMJ Noom.ANA.NDA, Trans. and Ed.: The Upanishads: A
One-Volume Abridgement.
TB/114 $1.95

Aa~ D.un Noa: Early Gentile. Christianity and Its
Hellenistic Background. Neu, Introduction by Author.

TB/111 $1.4.5 ·
G. E. Owm: Fundamentals of Scientilic Mathematics. Di.agrams.
TB/ 569 $1.7S

O. E. RotVMC: Giants in the Earth: A Saga of the l'rairiu.
NttD Introduction by Einar Haugen.
TB/ 3504 $2.25

Essay on Certain
Political and Economic Tendencies in the U.S. Neto
Introduction by Charles Forcey.
TB/ 3042 $2..35

WAttU E. WEYt.: The New Democracy: An

E. B. Wmn: One Man's Meal Neu, Introduction by Walter

Ed.: Thls Was America: As Recorded by
European Travelers in the 18th, 19th, and 20th Centuries. lllus.
TB/1119 SZ.95
MARCUS ln: H.wst:N: The Immigrant in Amman History.
Edited with forttDord by Arthur M. Schlesinger.
TB/ 1120 Sl.50
Knt HAsnotN: The Racial Problem in Christian Perspective. Nt'tD Introduction by Author.
TB/116 $1.45
ALDOUS HUX1.rv: Antic Hay & The Gioconda Smile, Introduction by Martin Green.
TB/3503 $1.95
ALDOUS Huxt.EY: Brave New World & Brave N~ World R~
visited. Introduction by C. P. Snow.
TB/ 3501 $2.45

TB/ 350S $1.85

Blair.

H arper

$2.75

TB( 567 $1.95

Huxt.EY: Point Counter Polnt.1ntrotludion by C. P.

Snow.

Colophon
Books

]ttnuar,

CJwlus fRAHnt.: The Democratic Prospect.

CN/19 $1.'5

JoHH ULUBEJlUJN: The Enterprising Americans: A Bu.,ineu
History of the United States. lllus.
CN/ 30 Sl.65
LEO Rosmc: The Return of Hyman Kaplan: A Nat,tl.

CN/31 Sl.35

Groact: RYUHt>S, Ed.: The Ages of Man: A Shaknptar~
Antholon,.
Ol/ 32 $1.95
BDH.uD W AU.: Itali.tn Art. Llfo, and Landscape. lllw.1.
Ol/33 Sl.7S
W.una Baownac: The Mind of Man: A Hi$tory of Psychomuilysis.
CNI 3' SL9'

Available at the Book Store or wtite Harper & Row, PMbluhni. De;,c. Sl, ,9 E. 33rd St .. Ntw York. N.Y. 10016. Cat&Jots oa reqoett.

•

Tinkler, H. pinned Bende-r,

Coeds Schedule
Badminton Next

Tmsn£THWAJTE: America and the Atlantic Com.mu•
nity: Anglo-American Aspects, 1190-1850.

OSCAR HANDLIN,

Erlcbon, H, pinned Fritchman,

A total of six women's volleyball teams will participate in a
sports da~ sponsored by WRA Saturday in the men's gym and Sheridan Coliseum.
·
Results with Ft. Lewis:
It is the first college sports day
123 - Flemln1r, FL. pinned Cooley, 2 :10.
130 - Eddy, FL, pinned Noel, 6 :40.
at FHS in several years, according
137 - Hanson, H, pinned Campbell, 6 :35.
to Judy Rinker, WRA co-sponsor.
147 - Hines, FL, decisioned Perkins, 3-1.
157 - Scott, H, pinned Wienins, 6 :'6.
Teams entered are Baker College,
167 - Ritterhouae, H, decisioned Perino,
l\Iarymount of Salina, Emporia
3-0.
State, College of Em.p oria, FHS
and the Wes tern Kansas faculty
team.
Three hundred high school girls
from 19 towns competed for first ·
place honors in five basketball
leagues during a high school sports
Coeds interested in participating day Saturday.
in intramural badminton must sign
Standings in League I-1, Lin~
in any of the women residence coin; 2, Hill City; 3, McPherson;
halls or the women's dressing room 4, Russell.
in Sheridan Coliseum before FriLeague II - 1, "Lyons; 2, Garden
day noon.
City; 3, Syracuse; 4, Hoisington.
Competition in singles and doubLeague III - 1, Lorraine; 2, Nales will run from Monday to spring toma; a; Stockton; 4:·Marian.
vacation. .
League IV - 1, Portis; 2, Wes•
Three women tied for first place kan; 3, Woodston.
.
intramural table tennis singles
League V - 1, Dighton; 2, Ellis;
with 9-1 records recently. They are 3, Great Bend; 4, Hays.
Kathy Nedrow, Kirwin sophomore;
Connie Bennett, Kirwin sophoCarol Smith, St. Mary's sophomore, more, took first place with a 5-0
and Marjorie Brickey, Arkansas record in a jacks tournament sponCity freshman.
sored by WRA recently. Second
Mary Capps, Hoisington. and place went to Vilma Argueta, San
Helen Miles, Ashland, both sopho- Salvador, El Salvador, freshman,
mores won the doubles tournament. who finished with a 4-1 record.

fRANX

Gtoact GAMOW: Biography of Physics. Illus.

177 -

4 :10.

THE CAMPUS BOOK STORE

..
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Despite 10-9 Record

·Cagers Set Highest ·Scoring,
Shooting Reco_
rds in History

SOARING SOPHOMORES - Rod Williams (left) and Bob Schmidt,
sophomore high jumpers on the Fort Hays State track squad, will
bolster the Tigers' bid for the CIC indoor championship at Omaha this
weekend. Schmidt, an Ellis product, holds FHS indoor and outdoor
high ;ump records _and ___sailed 6-4 ~2 at Kearney ___ Saturday. WiJJiams,
from Plainville, went 6-2 last weekend.

· Despite charting its poorest season record in six years, the 196364 Tiger basketball squad have the
consolation of being . the highest
scoring team and best shooting
teain in FHS basketball history.
The. Tigers averaged 87.2 points
per game to better the previous
mark o{ 85.5, set _last season.
FHS hit 43.5 per cent of its field
- goal attempts, 1.5 per cent over
· the old mark of 42 per cent established during the 1958-59 season.
They fired in 'il.8 per cent from
the free ·throw line, bettering the
69.4 per cent mark set two years
ago.
To balance these new records,
the Tigers' opponents also established · a mark, averaging 84.7
. points per · contest, higher than
the pre,·ious 77.3 points set - in
1955-56.
McDo:well's new records are:
most points in one game, 4.1 vs.
Omaha U.; best one-season scoring
average, 24.3; all-time career scoring, 1,220 points; most field goals
in one game, 17 vs. Omaha U.;
most free throws in one game, 19
vs.· Central Oklahoma; most free
throws. in a career, 448; most free
throw attempts in a career, 625.
Ashleinan established a new record in rebounding for a single
game, collecting 21 against Southern Colorado.
The Tigers ended cage play

Tiger-Thinclads_Bid fOr Top Spot
In CIC Championships a.t Omaha
Some of the top midwest track
men will -be in action Friday and
Saturday at the· Central Intercollegiate Conference track and field
championships at Omaha.
With a ·ti g h t finish expected,
Emporia State shows the be~t
chance of winning. Emporia's distance men, Ireland Sloan and John
Camien are lavored in the mile
and two-mile. John McDonalcl,
Hornet 880 runner, blazed through
a 1 :57.6, in a recent meet against
Omaha, in which the Indians puaed
out with an upset victory by Ken
Gould over Ireland Sloan in the
mile.
'
Omaha will be spotlighting the
sprints with Roger Sayers and Terry Williams, who will begin makmg
Olympic bids. Williams has run the
60-yard dash in :06 equalling the
world record.
Pittsburg will also be expected
in the tight finish with Stuart Powell, Arcadia freshman, already having clocked a 9 :29.9 two-mile this
season, just three seconds off the
CIC mark.
Dennis Tague has b~en clocking
time around seven seconds in the
low hurdles.
Pittsburg's mile relay team, with
a 3:11.4 clocking, which is one of
the best in the nation, can be predicted to take that event.
Washburn will also be represented, but is not expected to challenge
the leaders.
Outscoring the Fort Hays State
thinclads 3i-18 in the four field

GOIN' FISHIN'?
The Best In Reels
Lines
RodR

Hooks
LureR

Replenish
Your Tackle Box
At
SCHLEGEL'S
115

w.

11th

events, the Kearney State Antelopes again s_lipped by the Bengals,
83 to 76 ½, and also downed a
South Dakota U. team that had
47 ½ points, in a triangular indoor
meet Saturday.
The Lopers monopolized on the
pole vault, capturing the first four
places for a 14-point boost.
The Tigers · led 581h to . 46
through the track events, but could
not stay ahead of KSC when the
field results were in.
Sophomore · high jumper Bob
Schmidt was the only record breaker, establishing an FHS indoor
mark and Kearney field house record with a jump of 6-4 ½, ¼ above
the old school mark of 6-4 ¼ set
four years ago by John Hudson.
Tiger sprinting ace Tom Kindsvater finished in a tie in the 220
while winning the 75-yard dash.
· Kearney's outstanding hurdler,
Larry Sallinger, was the only
double winner, taking the 75-yard
high hurdles and 100-yard low
hurdles.
Other Tigers capturing firsts
were Jack Harms, in the 440; Dave
Brookshire, Bellmore, N. Y., freshman, in the 880; Don Lakin, in the
two-mile, and the Tiger mile and

two-mile relay teams.

Saturday .night in Sheridan Coliseum, losing to St_. Benedict's,

106-98, despite a rally when . the
Bengals scored 20 straight points
to cut the margin from 100·7~ to
100-96.
.
.
The Tigers had leads through
most of the first 10 minutes of
play, but Paul Brungardt's outside ·
shots and .Pat Hare's smooth pivot ·
work enabled .the Ravens to pull
ahead, 66-49, at halftime.
It looked like the Tigers might
pull it out of the fire with one of
their second half comebacks. Leading the Tigers' 20-point rally in the
five-minute period were Gordon
·Stout with ·seven points, Dick
Schur with six. Larry Phillips with
five and Ashleman with two.
The Ravens managed to ·stay

CAN YOU GET?

FG' ....

G

McDowell -·-·--···- 15
Schur ........................ 19
Asbleman
··············- -19
Stout
-···········-········17
18
Royer -···-················
15
Kinlund ··-······--······
Vega
-······
·········
·- ···· 11
Gerstner -·-······--·-··· 17
Phillips
-····-·-·········10
Locke . --··-·····--·-··· '1
Givens
......................
2
Casey
- - -·······-··
····· 8
Walters · .................... 3
Strait --······ -·····
·-···· 4
Riley
-···-··-·····-·-··· 1
Ma ska - ·-··-········-···· 2
Heitschmidt
··-·-···· 3
Leas
1

Mile l. Peterson, K : 2. Smith, H : 3.
Lakin, H: 4.- Wiede!, K: 5. Schlicht. D. Time,
.& ~23.8.
••
440 - 1. Hanns, H; 2. Bong, D: 3. Pick•
ering-. H: 4. Jacobson. D; 5. Martin. K.
Time. 51.1.
i5 1. Kindsvaw, H: 2. Kliment. D;
3. Smith. K: 4. Randolph, K ; 5. Satterly, K.
Time. 'i.9.
·
Shotput 1. Erickson, D, -&9-10% ; 2.
Kruml, K, 46-11 ; 3. Flint, H. -&6-11 ; 4. Chet.k,
K. 46-i ½ ; 5. Owens, K. -&6-6¼.
High jump I. Schmidt. H, 6-4½; 2.
WiJHams, H, 6-2: 3. tie among B&%ter,
Hains, McGraw, all K, 5-10.
;;; his:h hurdles 1. &llinKer. K: 2.
Backes. K : 3. Bleck, D : 4. Smith, K : L11ndblade. H. 11me, 9.6.
220 - 1. Tie betw~n Kind.-vllter, H, and
Neuharth, D; 3. Klimmt, D; 4. Smith, K;
5. McCarthy, D. Time, 23.0.
Broad jump - 1. Schaefer, K, 22·2¼ 2.
Morel. H. 2·1 ¾ : !!. Stuckert. K. 21•1: 4.
Porter, K, 20-i;-:i: 6. Lunrlblade, H. 2o.6½.
~110 - 1. Brookshire. FHS: 2. Walktt, H;
3. Ho>·. D: 4. Mannering, H: 6. Gillespie,
H. Time. 1 :59.3.
Two-mile - 1. Lakin, H : 2. Wiedle, K;
3. Peten-on, D: 4. He~I. H; 6 . Kinnaman,
K. Time. !l :39.2.
100-yd. low hurdle - 1. Sallirurer, K; 2.
Backe,,. K ; 3. Neuharth. D: ~. McKown, H;
ii. Morel. H . Time. 10.S.
~file relay l. FHS (Mannerinr.t, Land·
blade. Harms. Piclcerinir) ; 2. SOU: 3.
Kearney. Time. 3 :30.0.
Pole vault I. Lammen, K. 13-6: 2.
Ehler.i. K. ll-6: 3. tie between Williams and
Hardekolph, both K, 13.-0: 5. Maaka. H.
12-0.
Two-mile relay - 1. FHS (Smith. John~n.
Wnlker. Gillepie); 2. SDU: 3. Kearney.
Time. fl : l':A.
1</IO rela, 1. SOU ( Kliment. Donir, Cul•
pcp~r. :-Oeuharthl; 2. Kearney: a. FHS.
Timi". l :.\.'3.6. FHS runnen were Ro~,
Borel. Mdi:own, Kindsvattt.

HOW CONVENIENT

·-; ·•.

PLAYER ·

119

126
127

. 71
46

ahead

Fr
126
56

47
86

27

21

14

16
16
12
4

9

6
9

10
4

2

2

6

-1
2

1

0

0
4

1

0

0

throw:
seconds

uation with 20
iett to
wrap up the s~it--.-·!~:-..-:~
Playing .bis _pnal_-;~~,.P,me,
Phillips, ~be p~y 'ffgor .,ae.nj~ in ,
uniform, mes¥. ,~O-fOF~lL.:r.*'om
the charity.stripe .and fo¥,,#~lders
for 18 points, bis care1!1."1 ~ ~-~;·
Ashleman led al_l .. Tiger .. ~~rers
with 29 points, .followed by _Stout
and Phillips with 18 and · Schur
with 16.
.
. , -~
Pratt led the winners with 31
points, supporte4 PY.: ~ ~ ~ijl 24,
freshman Jack Dugan with .17. and
Brungardt, who fouled out with 14
points.
. ·. . .
.- _., _,
St. Benedict's wound UP..with a
12-9 record, the Tigers, 10-9.

34

34

P~~tt tjp~_ }ia,~~~ed ·

free shot and .Hare.hit bo~"'ds
of a one-and-one. free .
iit-

2

"(

REB. AVG. PTS. AVG.
117
7.8
364
24.3
125
219

72

60·
26

6.6

11.5
4.2
3.8

29
82

7

34
8

17
4

10

1
2
14

0

308

16.2

228

13.4

301

1.7

2.6
4.8
0.7
4.9
4.0
2.1
1.3
2.5
1.0
1.0
4,7
0.0

119

89

74

·43

33
28
22
21
10

·5
4
4

2
2

15.6

6.6

5.9

6.7
2.5
3.3
4.0

I

11.0

2.6
3.3
1.3

4.0
2.0
0.7
2.0

Can't Find. It?
GOTO

DUCKW-ALL' s
Save yourself the trouble
of running all over town.
GO TO DUCKWALL'S FIRST!

MA 4-2.812

1103 Main

IMPORTANT EVENTS
are taking place

•

r

here at Fort Hays State.
Let your parents kno,v about them

Now, you can find

good barber service
right across from the

campus.

by sending them a subscription to the

State

College
Leader

••

